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Sorry it’s been a while since our last newsletter but its been a busy time for Julie and I
especially with now having the DHA Facebook page to look after as well. Our ‘likes’ are growing
on this and we would love to have more members inputting just to give it more variety. The
main site is www.facebook.com/DiaperHeritage, we also have a special members area
[www.facebook.com/groups/806100282747943.
So what other news? Have just finished the annual accounts and thanks to great sales of our
book on Tudor Southampton we are in very good shape. We are down to around 50 books left
for both Tudor Southampton and We Only Wore Shoes and when they are gone that’s it!
Details at the end of the newsletter as usual.
We have also received a query from the original editors of Tom Diaper’s Log about a potential
new edition so will be following that up. In this newsletter there is interesting research about a
linked family, the Cantels from Neil Fuller; a request for help tracking down a village blacksmith;
and information on a lot of events this summer linked to the 600th Anniversary of the battle of
Agincourt. We haven’t found an archer called Diaper yet but pretty sure the hundreds of ships
ferrying soldiers across the Channel had Diapers on the crew.
The Cantels of Itchen Ferry
Neil Fuller has been researching his family history and came across the Southampton’s
Marquis book, as most of us know there are some intriguing stories in there – but no references
or footnotes. So Neil has been trying to assess the truth behind the stories, his investigations so
far are told below
Southampton’s Marquis and other mariners – Gerald Mornington ISBN 0 902129 55 4
“A Portrait of Peartree Green from 1740 to 1840, wherein are the intertwined lives of its
Captains, the 2nd Marquis of Lansdowne and the Young Napoleon”
The above book contains an account of a voyage in 1803 by a vessel called Frisk. She was
apparently a Square Topsail Cutter belonging to William Henry Petty, Earl of Wycombe,
previously used by him as a yacht. She is supposed to have been issued with Letters of
Marque, and advantage taken of the fact that she was entitled to enter the port of Bordeaux
despite the UK & France being at war, because she had special status as a “Cartel” vessel.
While at Bordeaux she allegedly landed and collected English spies.
Mornington’s account of the circumstances leading up to Frisk’s privateering is very longwinded
so I shall try and give a précis:Throughout the mid – late 1700’s a family called Bryer, originally farm owners, diversify into
shipping. Their sons go off to sea and become mariners and they establish a shipping operation
carrying passengers between Southampton and Le Havre (then known as Havre de Grace).
They have several ships built locally to Itchen Ferry by a local builder John Payne, which are
referred to in the book as “The Peartree Packets”. First is “James & Mary” 53 tons in 1775 –
that definitely existed, it has a mention in the Hampshire Chronicle Dec 1775. In 1783 a second
vessel was built “Trial”, & then in 1790 “Phoenix”

Mornington’s information comes from “Oral History” – accounts handed down though
generations by a family called the Cookseys, one of whom was married to a Bryer daughter.
The account goes on to say that the cross channel service being operated by the Bryers using
these vessels was terminated in 1793 by the outbreak of war. Southampton by then is being
used by the gentry as a “Spa town”, and a regular visitor is William Henry Petty then Earl of
Wyecombe (later to be Marquis of Lansdowne), a keen amateur sailor who had property close
by Itchen Ferry. Apparently The Earl of Wyecombe buys the now idle “James & Mary” in 1794
for use as a private yacht, renaming her “Frisk”. After using her for several years himself, he
apparently decides to allow the Admiralty use of the vessel for “special purposes” in 1803.
Once again under the command of a Bryer captain (William), she is to make voyages to the
port of Bordeaux, ostensibly to load cargoes of brandy which she is permitted to do using her
“Cartel Vessel” status, but the secret aim really is to have a method of landing and repatriating
English spies to/from French territory. The vessel is issued by the Admiralty with Letters of
Marque. These would normally be granted to larger ships which intended to attack & take as
prizes enemy merchant shipping, a task for which Frisk is too small. The Letters of Marque
though, would hopefully ensure her crew would avoid immediate hanging if their warlike
purpose was discovered by the enemy.
Captain William Bryer apparently selects his crew for these voyages from men that had worked
for the Bryers previously while they operated the peace time cross channel service. Frisk’s crew
includes “Mate – Thomas Baker, Gunner – John Blackman, ? Collis – Boatswain, Carpenter
- John Cantal, Cook/Surgeon – James Harrison” all of whom are rated as “afterguard” i.e. of
officer status. There are additionally apparently 8 seamen, among whom are mingled the
“secret agents”. One of these spies is allegedly a William Champion de Crespigny.
Mornington suggests that Frisk’s first voyage to Bordeaux was in late August 1803, and that
she had made two round trips by mid October. Apparently by late October she has loaded a
cargo in Bordeaux, and sailed, and is then captured by a French ship and forced to return to
Bordeaux. Why this should have happened is not clear, the text suggests that maybe the
Captain of the French ship was unaware of her status as a Cartel vessel, or maybe the Cartel
status was only valid for the duration of a port call at Bordeaux to enable brandy to be
purchased and paid for in gold. Once back on the high seas she could have been “fair game”
for any French warship or privateer, a problem she would normally have been able to deal with
by being able to outsail just about any other vessel – these ships were built for speed and
ability to windward.
Whatever the reason, Frisk is apparently escorted back to Bordeaux as a prize, and her crew
imprisoned ashore, all except her Captain, William Bryer who complains of a painful attack of
gout and is allowed to remain onboard with an elderly seaman named “Old Ben”. After a few
days, Captain Bryer apparently recovers from his attack of gout and during the night, while the
tide is fortunately ebbing, the guard that the French have placed on the ship are below decks
drunk. With Old Ben’s assistance, Bryer traps the French guards in the cabin, cut the mooring
ropes and escapes with the ship out of Bordeaux. The following morning, equipped with a
double barrelled pistol, he overawes the French guards and compels them to help him and Old
Ben work the ship back to Portsmouth where he hands the guards over as prisoners of war.
The text goes on to explain that the remainder of Frisk’s crew, including John Cantal, have to
be abandoned in Bordeaux where they spend the remainder of the war as prisoners, not
returning to Itchen Ferry until 1815. Mornington goes on to make a special point of John Cantal

being in Itchen Ferry, and available to relate the tale of this adventure to John Cooksey,
husband of Mary Ann Bryer:…….”John Cantal, he whose duties were to keep Frisk afloat by applying all manners of skills in
the event of damage by storm, grounding, fire, collision or gunfire, and navigable by fashioning
anew or scarphing broken spars or maybe contriving a jury rudder, returned to Peartree Green
and was again associated with his old Captain in parish affairs. He could have contributed to
Cooksey’s knowledge of the adventure as could probably others who returned from the French
prison camps, but Cantal’s is the only name which has turned up in the archives of Peartree
Green”………
As a descendant of John Cantel, it would be nice to know if there is any truth in this story, or if
indeed the John Cantel mentioned is one of the several we have in our family tree. It is clear
from BMD records that John Cantell/Cantel/Cantall/Cantle was quite a common name in the
Southampton area throughout the 18th & 19th centuries. Mornington asserts that the story is
most probably correct, because although quite large parts of it do not seem to have any
corroborating evidence, Cooksey and his descendants had nothing to gain by inventing it. He
asserts that he has checked the existence of the Letter of Marque issued for Frisk at the PRO
in Kew.
Certain aspects of the story are without doubt correct, and the principal characters definitely
existed.
It does seem though, that quite large parts of this book are fictional, scenes that are imagined
to add colour to the story. For example he describes in detail the departure of Frisk on her first
voyage to Bordeaux, right down to who was rowing a dinghy out to the ship. I don’t believe that
this level of detail would have survived so you have to ask yourself, if he is allowing himself
literary licence here, then how much more of the story is the product of an over active
imagination?
The book also contains information that is either downright incorrect or at best highly dubious.
For example:

He makes a big point of the design of the Peartree Packet as not needing any sleeping
accommodation as these ships will easily sail the distance from Le Havre to
Southampton in “ten to twelve hours, sometimes better but seldom worse”, and he
asserts that the distance is 22 leagues. That would equate to 66 Nautical Miles (1
League = 3 NM). The distance is actually about 105 NM, and I would think that for a
small sailing vessel that would routinely involve passages of around 18-20 hours.



He explains that the Bryer Captains had a big advantage as they new the twisting turns
of the approaches to Southampton and could navigate these waters much more quickly
than the other larger vessels involved in the cross channel traffic. Problem: the
approaches to Southampton are deep and wide and would pose no challenge to any of
the sailing ships of that era, that’s why it’s grown into a major port!



Chapter 12 – One Last Look from Peartree Green. He describes Captain Bryer and his
son going back for a visit to Itchen Ferry in 1824 and observing the new steam driven
chain ferry working. It did not, of course, start up until 1836.



On p. 50 we have a description of a similar vessel requiring a crew of 5 consisting of
Master, Mate & 3 seamen. Seems about right & compares with other crew lists of similar
sized vessels I’ve seen. We then have Frisk setting sail in Aug 1803 with a crew of 14!
Can just imagine the Bordeaux harbour master wondering what all the extra folk were
for…..

These are just 4 examples of inconsistencies that jumped out at me. If I spent time
researching I suspect I would find more. Realising that the text contains such rather obvious
inaccuracies makes me very suspicious about the quality of all the information in the book.
Another point is that the book states that the prisoners did not return home until 1815, i.e.
after Napoleon’s final defeat at Waterloo. I would have thought that repatriation would have
happened following Napoleon’s defeat and exile to Elba in spring 1814 and the signing of the
Treaty of Fontainebleau (11/4/1814). The British certainly returned French POW’s in 1814.
We actually have 3 John Cantells in our tree at this point, and only one of them, the oldest,
could possibly have been the man to be part of Frisk’s crew, and have spent all those years in
Bordeaux. Date of birth is not known, but we know he married Rachael King on 17/10/1778.
They produced William 1779, Mary 1781-1784 ,Mary 1786-? and John 1783 and Mary 1794.
Rachel dies 26/12 1796.
His son John 1783, cannot possibly have been the POW as we know he marries Hannah
Purkins in 1804 and fathers John William in 1805 after which Hannah dies also 1805. He
remarries to Ann Diaper in 1806 & they produce Ann 1808, Charles 1811, Mark 1814, + 2
other that die in infancy. Ann Cantle née Diaper dies in 1823, and John remarries a third time
to Marie Falle (née Fauvel) at Southampton in 1824 and a further 9 children are born, the first
4 in Itchen Ferry pre 1837, the remaining 5 in Jersey post 1837.
The Diaper Heritage Association are aware that Ann Diaper’s father Mark Diaper (1750) was
born poor but by 1782 had become one of the wealthiest men in Itchen ferry. There does not
seem to be any obvious explanation for this sudden wealth. On his death in 1813 he leaves
£1000 to his daughter Ann which in today’s money would be worth about £70,000? It’s not too
hard to work out how this is invested, by 1816 we are seeing in the Hampshire Chronicle
shipping information, regular voyages between Jersey and Southampton of a ship called Mark
& Ann, owners Cantell. Merchant navy records show us that John 1783, Mark, Charles and
John 1805 are all serving as crewmembers onboard this vessel and there is evidence of
voyages right up until 1839. There is clear evidence that this vessel was involved with the
Oyster Fishery based at Gorey, Jersey.
It is suspected by DHA that a John Cantell was involved in smuggling activity and had
connections with France. I would think it very possible that our first John Cantell could well
have worked for the Bryer family onboard their “Peartree Packets” which would have put him
very regularly in Le Havre. Perhaps he worked in league with Mark Diaper in co-ordinating
shipments of contraband from France. The Diapers were the predominant family in Itchen
Ferry and made up the largest part of the workforce of the Itchen Ferrymen. Their Itchen Hoys
would have been used for ferrying passengers across the Itchen to Southampton and also
fishing. They would also have been ideally suited to clandestine rendezvous outside the 3
mile limit with French vessels and the subsequent transhipment & landing of contraband. It
seems reasonable to suppose that one way of “getting rich quick” would be for Mark Diaper to

take on the role of Master Smuggler, with John Cantell as his regular means of contact with
his French Suppliers.
Whereas all of John Cantell’s (1783) children are born in Itchen Ferry, up until the point he
moves to Jersey in about 1837, Merchant Seamen’s records show that he originated from
Portswood. The Cantell name has other associations with this area. The name was used for
the Cantell School, because apparently the site it stands on (or close to) was once shown on
a map as Cantle’s Farm. Could it be that this John Cantle was the first of his family to turn
away from farming and make his living at sea?
It seems possible that John Cantell (1759?) married to Rachel King, and father of John Cantle
(1783) could possibly be the son of Richard Cantle and Ruth (née Mason) who married in
North Stoneham on 8/11/1756. The site of the former Cantles (or Burgess Street) Farm
seems to straddle the boundary of the North & South Stoneham parishes. This farm seems to
be quite well documented, probably as a result of a more famous later tenant, none other than
General Juan Manuel de Rosas, the exiled former dictator of Argentina.
The farmhouse was located on the north side
of what is now Burgess Road, opposite it’s
junction with Langhorn Road. The attached
farmland occupied the area which upon which
is now situated the “Flower Roads”
corporation estate, and the new school that
was formed as a result of merging the former
Glen Eyre and Hampden Park Secondary
Schools. Apparently after the schools
merging, there was a need to chose a name
that had no connotations with either of the
previous schools, and so our family name
seems to have been “recycled” due to it’s ancient association with the site.
An epic investigation and Neil is still working on entangling his various John Cantells if
anyone has any further to light to shed do let us know. Editor
HELP?
A Request from a Peter Noyce
Sorry to bother you, I was hoping to ask about an old Eel fork that I bought at an antiques fair
today. It is stamped with a blacksmith's name and the word Itchen. It is obviously handmade,
handbeaten, and very old.
I'm trying to identify the blacksmith. Would your museum have such records? I can almost
read the name but it is a bit rusty. Possibly G.Robinson or something.
[well we don’t have a museum but maybe one of our members might remember a blacksmith
operating in Itchen Ferry – Editor]
New Book
Maritime writer Tom Cunliffe contacted us recently to say that the best of his columns for
Yachting World magazine are now being collated into a book called In the Wake of Heroes –

sailing’s greatest stories and Tom Diaper will be mentioned. So look out for that when it
comes out.
AGINCOURT 600
2015 is the 600th anniversary of the Battle of Agincourt, an event etched in the memory
thanks to Shakespeare’s play ‘Henry V’. The Agincourt 600 project will be revisiting the
events of 1415. As well as examining the history and heritage there are plays, walks, living
history events all inspired by the legend of Agincourt.
Detailed below are the first tranche of events a new website www.roadtoagincourt.co.uk will
keep you up to date with others
Theatrical Productions
Beyond the Dark Water
‘The Southampton Plot’ is a short scene in Shakespeare’s narrative but we have gone back
to the original sources to tell the story of Lord Scrope, Richard Earl of Cambridge and Sir
Thomas Grey. Like the travelling players of Shakespeare’s day this play will tour around
venues, but these will be venues with a difference. We have followed the trail of the plotters
as they met in Hamble, Itchen Ferry, Portchester and finally Southampton, we have chosen
historic venues to host the performances that would have been familiar to the plotters.
Dates & Times of Itchen Ferry & Southampton performances
24th & 25th July 7.30pm Pear Tree Church, Pear Tree Green, Southampton
26th July 3pm & 7.30pm The Chapel, Royal Victoria Country Park, Netley,
28th & 29th July 7.30pm Hamble Priory Church, Hamble Lane, Hamble-le-Rice
30th July 7.30pm, 31st July 3pm & 7.30pm, 1st August 3pm, 5pm, 7.30pm St Julien’s Chapel,
Winkle Street, Southampton
All the venues are intimate with seating for c50 persons so early booking for your preferred
location is recommended. Box Office 023 8065 2333 Tickets £10
A Funny thing happened on the Road to Agincourt
Local street theatre company, The Sarah Siddons Fan Club will be giving their version of the
events of August 2015 in a travelling theatre piece which will visit historic locations and tell the
story from the perspective of the local inhabitants of Southampton. Meet ale-wifes and friars,
ferrymen and gunners, merchants and ship-builders all caught up in the tumultuous events of
1415.
Dates & Time
2nd 3rd & 4th August 7.30pm the production begins outside the Medieval Merchants House, 58
French Street, Southampton [duration one and a half hours]

Box Office all tickets £5 available from www.wegottickets.com/sarahsiddonsfanclub
Or telephone 023 8086 2882
Guided Walks
Southampton :Harry’s Hamtun
2nd, 8th, 9th August, 11am and 2pm departs from outside the Medieval Merchants House, 58
French Street, Southampton.Cost £2
Bursledon 21st June Walk around Old Bursledon. Bursledon was the centre for developing
royal ships during the reign of Henry V, this ancient maritime centre has played a part in much
of the history and heritage of England.
Starting point Great Down Park Open Space Car Park SO31 8BZ Time 2pm Cost £2
Netley 20th June 2.30pm
So What did Agincourt do for Netley? Board and Lodging, oxen, and wood for ships are some
of the answers! Meet Abbey Hall Carpark, Netley Cost £2
Otterbourne 5 August 7.30pm Otterbourne and the Southampton Plot
Meet on the Green near the Otter Inn SO21 2HW Cost £2
LIVING HISTORY 1st & 2nd August, 11-5 each day Free
Free Entry to the Medieval Merchants House, 58 French Street Southampton
Exhibitions, tours of the house, medieval dancing and music
Geneology Update
We are still getting new information to add into the family tree, along with a few new photos
that are being added. Julie is still working through the 1911 census and is about Half way
through checking the records, trying to make sure that any census records for people in our
family tree have all been added to our records, so that we keep as full a record as possible of
each individual. Please if you have information that you would like us to include along with
any pictures you would like to share. Please contact Julie on her email address below.
Email Addresses
Please remember that if your have an email address to let us know so we can send your
newsletters via email, which helps us save on the cost of postage, and the amount of paper
we use. Also don’t forget to let us know if you change your email address so that we can
keep our records up to date.
Postal Addresses
For those of you that we still send the newsletter to by post, please remember that if you
move home and wish to continue receiving our newsletter to let us know if you have a change
of address or contact details.

Publications
We still have the following available to purchase:
Book - We Only Wore Shoes on a Sunday – £5.00 plus £2.50
post & packing.
DVD rom - The
Diaper
Family tree - £14.99 plus
£2.50 post & packing. We now
only have 10 copies of the
dvd rom left.

Book - Tudor Southampton: Rioters, Revellers & Reformers £5.00 plus £2.50 post and packing.
Book – Southampton’s Marquis and
other mariners by Gerald Mornington £3.00 plus £2.50 post & packing.
If you wish to purchase any of the
above, please send your requests along
with your payment (cheques made
payable to Diaper Heritage Association)
to Julie. See below for details. If you live
locally you can always call Julie and
arrange to collect direct from her.
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